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1. Overview 
An important objective of the visualization component of the OIIP project is the enhancement of the JPL 

Common Mapping Client (CMC) to provide better web-based visualization support for oceanographic in 

situ datasets of various kinds: point, profile trajectory, time series.  More specifically, this entails better 

representation of both horizontal and vertical aspects of these data, which inherently are depth resolved.  

Electronic tagging datasets, which are a focal use case for OIIP, provide a representative, if somewhat 

complex, visualization challenge in this regard.  Critical to the achievement of these development 

objectives is the compilation of a well-rounded set of visualization use cases.  These will serve as the basis 

of functional requirements development for CMC enhancement in support of earth science applications 

involving integrated views of in situ and satellite data for dataset discovery, interactive exploration, 

hypothesis generation and analysis.  Resulting requirements in turn will drive CMC and data visualization 

backend development activities.  Central to the creation of a visualization tool with capabilities and 

features that address science community needs are user driven requirements based on a representative 

set of use cases compiled via an ongoing, iterative user engagement and interview process with 

stakeholders.  This “bottom-up” approach to system design and development is integral to the 

methodology adopted by OIIP not only for visualization, but for other project technical components as 

well. 

This document summarizes results following on from a series of consultations with collaborating external 

ocean science and electronic tagging domain experts aimed at understanding their satellite-in situ 

visualization needs and the manner by which visualization supports their research workflows.  These have 

culminated in a comprehensive set of use cases presented here that reflect the feedback obtained from 

interviewed tagging scientists at the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC) and 

NOAA/Southwest Fisheries Science Center (SWFSC), plus the inputs of our own team’s tagging and ocean 

science domain experts.  While these serve as an important baseline upon which visualization 

requirements formulation and development for OIIP can now proceed, we acknowledge that these use 

cases may be futher refined in future as we also seek to broaden our interactions with the science user 

community.  We, therefore, see this as a living document that will incrementally enhanced and updated 

over the course of the project. 
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2. Consultative Process 

The external tagging experts at IATTC (Schaefer/Fuller) and NOAA/SWFSC (Dewar et al), serving as an 
independent focus group for the OIIP project, were interviewed by the project (Lam and Tsontos) on 
visualization capability/feature needs in support of electronic tagging applications and OIIP efforts to 
develop an enhanced web-based visualization tool for the display of in situ oceanographic data.  These 
consultations occurred during visits to San Diego on 27-28 October, 2016.  For both of these day-long 
consultations, whiteboard diagram outputs summarizing discussions were captured by photo. These are 
presented below and form the basis of visualization use cases documented in section 5.  Consultations 
will be iterative and in time seek to expand comment to a broader group of stakeholders beyond our 
external collaborators at IATTC and SWFSC.  Further inputs will be captured on the project wiki and 
periodically in updates to this document and fed into the ongoing OIIP visualization design/development 
process. 

 

3. User Consultation Diagrams 

Summaries of discussions with external experts at NOAA/SWFSC and IATTC on in situ visualization needs 
and desirable capabilities are presented in the figures below and maintained on the OIIP project wiki 
(https://wiki.earthdata.nasa.gov/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=77401031), 

 
Figure 1.  Schematic Diagrams from Discussions on Data Visualization at NOAA/SWFSC (10/28/2017) 

Overall Visualization-GUI layout schematic - various elements 

 

 

   

https://wiki.earthdata.nasa.gov/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=77401031
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Figure 2. Schematic Diagrams from Discussions on Data Visualization at IATTC (10/27/2017) 
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4. Visualization of Electronic Tagging Data 

Compilation of published electronic tagging plots for potential inclusion in OIIP Visualization. 
 

Figure 3.  Representative range of plots of electronic data (archival and transmitted summaries) 

A.  Range of tag data plot from the Tagbase Ocean Data View (ODV) dashboard, 
including horizontal tracks, vertical profiles, conditioned and color coded by value and 
temporal attributes. 

B. Track geolocations plotted 
with positional uncertainties, 
color coded by Month. 

 

 

C.  Popup archival data daily Depth distribution and Temperature distribution 
summaries.  Plot summaries are conditioned and presented separately by animal 

Inshore/Offshore location categories. 
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5. OIIP Visualization Use Cases 

Integrated satellite-In situ data visualization use cases derived from expert consultations are presented in table 1 below.  Use cases and other OIIP visualization 
documentation are maintained on the OIIP project wiki at https://wiki.earthdata.nasa.gov/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=77401031. 
 

Table 1.  OIIP Visualization Use Cases 

# Category User Description Recorder 

1 Overarching Scientist I want to visualize interactively via the web a range of depth resolved in-situ data relative to a range of satellite data products and other 
environmental data layers (eg. coastline, bathymetry)  and their dynamic evolution over time. 

Vardis 

2 Views - temporal 
coherence 

Scientist Satellite/environmental data layers provide the larger scale backdrop that will help me better interpret the displayed in-situ data and as 
such should be represented in a consistent temporal frame for common time intervals.  A big problem with a lot of the currently 
available web-based visualization tools is the frequent significant temporal mismatch of satellite and in-situ data being displayed, which 
inevitably will result in incorrect interpretations. 

Vardis 

3 Views - integrated 
horizontal/vertical 
displays 

Scientist I want to see both the horizontal and vertical components of the in-situ data simultaneously on the same screen in separate but tightly 
coupled panel windows (map and profile/time series panels).  A significant limitation of currently available web-based in-situ 
visualization tools is that either the vertical components of the data are either not represented at all (prevailing situation) or are shown 
in separate, decoupled unsynchronized displays that complicate interpretations. 

Vardis 

4 Views - Time Stepping Scientist Visual exploration of the temporal dynamics and evolution of structure in in-situ relative to satellite data layers is critical for identifying 
interrelationships and generating hypotheses on possible structuring mechanisms that can then be tested by formal statistical and 
modelling analyses.  Thus I want to be able to flexibly/interactively step forward and backward in time and run 
sequences/animations.  For the latter I want to be able to pause and if necessary change data layer/variable/display aspects before 
continuing on. 

Vardis 

5 Views - customizable 
panel windows 

Scientist While I generally want to see horizontal and vertical data panel windows simultaneously, I want to be able to interactively 
dynamically  resize panels and potentially minimize/retract a given panel in order to focus on map or profile views at a convenient field 
of view. 

Vardis 

6 Views - synchronized 
displays 

Scientist These horizontal and vertical views (#3) of the in-situ data displayed in the 2 panels must be synchronized temporally to avoid false 
interpretations due to time mismatches in representations.  For example if I zoom into a portion of the map (or the profile/time series 
panels) then the data displayed in the other panel must correspond to the same time interval. 

Vardis 

7 Views - 
interactivity/connectivity 
between panel views 

Scientist I want to be able to interact with data between coupled panel displays in a synchronized way.  For example, if I click on a in-situ point on 
the map, then the corresponding values underneath in the profile/series display are highlighted and vice versa 

Vardis 

https://wiki.earthdata.nasa.gov/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=77401031
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8 Views -timeline control Scientist I need to be able to easily see the time line corresponding with the in-situ data series being displayed.  This time graticule should be 
positioned between the Map and Profile panels and could be associated with/ideally be one and the same time slider control that used 
to control time stepping through the data series. 

Vardis 

9 Views - spatio-temporal 
zooming 

Scientist I want to be able to flexibly, easily, and in a consistent manner zoom into a region and time period of interest.  Typically a Zoom +/- 
control is provided, but a control allowing the drawing of  a zoom rectangle on the screen is a nice means of focusing on a specific spatial 
area of interest.  The same control could also allow me to define the time range of interest, say for running an animation or 
viewing/filtering data. Additionally the data layer selections themselves (ie. their aggregate min/max range values) can determine the 
default temporal zoom and and timeline extent. 

Vardis 

10 Views - data selection Scientist I want to flexibly and interactively select and visualize/overlay either an individual in-situ dataset or multiple in-situ datasets (user 
defined "Collection").  These could be of the same type or different types.(eg. mooring data with glider and CTD data from the same 
cruise and field campaign) 

Vardis 

11 Visualization support for 
CF Discrete Geometry 
Data Types 

Scientist 
& Data 
Engineer 

I want to visualize in-situ data that are of type point, profile, trajectory, time series and combinations of these (eg trajectory-series, 
trajectory-profile-series, point collection-series, point-time series) for both individual datasets and collections of datasets in standard 
ways and such that both horizontal, vertical and temporal aspects of in-situ data, which are inherently 4D in nature, are exposed in 
synchronized views. Note these Discrete Geometry types listed correspond to the spatial data feature/class type defined by CF. We want 
to bring our visualization and underlying data management in direct alignment with CF and support the range of spatial feature classes 
identified by this standard. 
 Schematic illustrations of typical/standard plots for each of the Discrete Geometry types are illustrated below.  These represent the data 
both spatially in the horizontal and vertical domains and with respect to time, consistent also with required coordinated panel views 
described in #2 above. Further below are links to a range of published plots online, further illustrating these various displays of in 
situ/tag data. 
Visualization of of Discrete Geometry Spatial Data Types  (link to source PPT) 
 

 
 
 
 

   

 

Vardis 

https://wiki.earthdata.nasa.gov/download/attachments/78980309/OIIP_VisSpatialTypes_20170223.pptx?api=v2
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12 Legends - color scale Scientist I want to be able to quantitatively interpret color coded representations of satellite and in-situ data displayed on screen 
readily.  Renderings of mapped satellite and in-situ data as imagery, false-color plots, and color encoded vectors must be accompanied 
on screen by their respective color scale legends and readily visible to facilitate quantitative interpretation of colors as geophysical 
values with units. Color scale Legends must available by default for both the Map and Profile/Series panels. 

Vardis 

13 Legends - vector scale Scientist I want to be able to quantitatively interpret vector fields (eg. winds, currents) from either satellite or on-situ data on screen 
readily.  Renderings of mapped satellite and in-situ data vectors must be accompanied on screen by their respective legend scale bars 
readily visible to facilitate quantitative interpretation of vector arrow sizes as geophysical values with units. Vector scale Legends must 
available by default for both the Map and Profile/Series panels 

Vardis 

14 Legends - symbology Scientist When multiple in-situ datasets are displayed on screen, I want to be easily be able to distinguish between distinct data series that are 
uniquely identifiable via use of different plot symbols (point types, line types) and coloration schemes.  Symbology-dataset assignments 
should be captured in summary form in an readily accessible legend to facilitate interpretation of plotted series. Symbology Legends 
must available by default for both the Map and Profile/Series panels 

Vardis 

15 Plot types Scientist I want to be able visualize in-situ data via fundamental plot types that are appropriate to the underlying data types: scatter plot, line 
plot, bubble plot, false color plot, contour plot, histogram plot   <-> mapped discrete sample/station positions, mapped horizontal and 
vertical trajectories, mapped geophysical values at discrete stations and along trajectories, time series of geophysical values that are 
spatially resolved (both horizontally and vertically), summarized frequency distribution data 

Vardis 

16 Plot types - discrete vs 
aggregate/synoptic 
representations 

Scientist When viewing multiple data series of the same type (eg. a collection of tag datasets with a comparable spatial and temporal extent) 
plotting the data singularly as say multiple tracks may result in output that is not easily interpretable.  In those cases were there is 
adequate data density, synoptic aggregate data representations may be preferable.  Examples include "heat map" and false 
color/contour representations of point density concentrations (eg. habitat utilization) and geophysical value spatially. (note that 
Interpolation may be necessary to produce continuous false color fields when data coverage is more sparse) 

Vardis 

17 Auxiliary Plots Scientists I want to see a given profile or sets of profiles, time series or histogram(s) in greater detail in a separate plot window.  eg. click on a map 
point/station or set of stations and plot the available data upon selection of the available variables for plotting 

Vardis 

18 Auxiliary Plots Scientists For a collection of points or datasets (conditioned on depth or time range), I want to be able able to resolve possible correlations 
between data variables 

Vardis 

19 Auxiliary Plots Scientists For a transect line interactively drawn over the Top-level satellite image layer, I would like to see a line transect plot showing satellite 
geophysical data values  with distance along the transect. 

Vardis 

20 Auxiliary Plots Scientists Similarly, for a given in-situ/tag trajectory overlaid on a given satellite dataset (eg. SST) or stack of selected imagery products (eg. SST, 
SSS, SSH-anomaly), I would like to see collocated satellite values along the trajectory track, especially at locations where an in-situ 
positional fix/estimate is available (not necessarily at "interpolated" intermediate points). 

Vardis 

21 Uncertainty 
representation - 
geolocation 

Scientists With the exception of ARGOS-based satellite tags where direct positional fixes are obtained, the preponderance of geolocation data for 
archival and PSAT tags are derived estimates, which depending on conditions (time of year, latitude) can be more or less 
uncertain.  Point representations of such positional estimates given such estimation errors is highly misleading.  Therefore, I and the tag 
researchers interviewed would like not only the point positional estimates to be displayed but also the uncertainty ellipse envelopes 
around those plotted positions where such location uncertainty information is available (often the case).  Note that positional fixes also 
from ARGO (used not only by satellite tags but also by ARGO profiling floats) have larger associated error than GPS-based fixes. 

Vardis 
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22 Uncertainty 
representation - 
aggregate statistical 
variance 

Scientists In cases where data are aggregated and values represented as a statistical mean,I want to also be associated confidence 
intervals/statistical uncertainty error bars around mean values.  This is provides a measure of variance (spatial, temporal, random, 
systemic) in the measured quantity for the statistical sample. 

Vardis 

23 Metadata exposure - 
Dataset level 

Scientists 
& Data 
Engineer 

I would like to be able to access dataset level metadata (including provenance information with pointers back to the data at PODAAC) 
and read descriptions for all available data layers (satellite and in-situ) available for visualization. ie. flyout/pop-up windows with 
documentation on data layers. 

Vardis 

24 Meta/data exposure - 
Granule/record level 

Scientists 
& Data 
Engineer 

I would like to be able to select individual in-situ points (either in the horizontal or vertical domain) and get available metadata for that 
data element. eg. platform, sensor, lat, lon, time, variable(s).  Metadata can be displayed as tooltip when hovering and single clicking on 
a point or in a popup/retractable window where such infortaion is displayed if more voluminous.  A similar approach could be used to 
interrogate data values of the primary displayed data imagery layer, and mapped/profiled in-situ data displayed. 

Vardis 

25 Data Discovery - 
space/time/category 
filtration 

Scientist I would like to use the tool not only as for viewing/overlaying satellite and in situ data but potentially as a means of discovering data 
available specifically for the spatio-temporal domain and categories of data (parameter, platform, sensor)  available. I would like to the 
map/timeline interface to limit list of available layers for selection. The interface can provide a means of focusing on a region and 
zooming into a time period providing space time filters limiting the lists of available data layers available for selection  Further filtering by 
category facet may then be undertaken, to easily hone in on relevant data layers for selection and display.  This is particularly important 
when a large number/longer lists of data layers are available, and in the case of in-situ data that tend to be highly localized spatially and 
temporally. 

Vardis 

26 Data Discovery - 
temporal coverage 

Scientist One of the challenges I face as a user in many tools is not easily being able to know the temporal extents of available satellite and in-situ 
data layers and the degree of temporal overlap of layers that I want to overlay.  A separate, retractable/popup Gantt-chart style timeline 
pane display would show synoptically, visually the availability, continuity and overlap of selected layers in time (temporal coverage 
extent and overlap plus possible temporal gaps). 

Vardis 

27 Data Discovery - 
thematic organization 

Scientist In many visualization tools currently, lengthy, disorganized lists of available data layers for display are presented that complicate dataset 
discovery and selection.  I would like to have layer lists that are thematically organized and easily viewable by category (eg. application, 
platform, sensor parameter).  Keyword and spatio/temporal filters that could also be applied (#22) would further limit layer list entries 
to simplify selection. 

Vardis 

28 Variable selection Scientist Any given selected data layer may have one or more variables associated with it.  I want to be able to independently select/control 
which variable is being plotted in the horizontal Map and vertical Profile display panels, and easily toggle between available variable 
selections. 

Vardis 

29 Data conditioning Scientist In tagging studies, the ability to present, filter or aggregate data dynamically by day/night categories is important because it is known 
that the diving movement behavior of animals changes markedly diurnally.  I therefore would like to be able to filter/group/represent 
data by day night categories. (note that similar considerations apply also to SST imagery given diurnal warming/cooling effects, and for 
this reason typically separate daytime and nighttime SST products are provided) 

Vardis 

30 Navigation Scientist I want to be be able to know the corresponding Lat/Lon/Depth value at the mouse location.  This will allow me to easily know the 
location of plotted data elements or features of interest. 

Vardis 

31 Measurement Scientist I want to be able to interactively measure distances between points on screen (by drawing a line segment) and compute the area 
coverage of a user defined polygon. 

Vardis 
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32 Retractable/movable 
widgets 

Scientist I want to be able to maximize the field of view by having control widgets that are either set outside the primary viewing areas as pinned 
toolbars, are movable (eg. legends, controls) and/or are retractable/collapsible (eg. Menu lists) 

Vardis 

33 Computation Scientist I want to be able to enter a simple formula/script to compute a value from one or more available data layers, either in the horizontal 
and/or vertical (eg. mixed layer depth from a CTD vertical profile) and then visualize that derived value/layer. 

 

34 CMC - Dashboard Design Developer It is conceivable that for data portals with a different type of focus that may need to be built for various projects, the specific 
visualization elements and control widgets could vary.  Therefore as a developer needing to efficiently assemble somewhat customized 
visualization GUIs, it would be useful for the CMC support dashboard approach to interface design where modular components are 
added, behaviors defined and connections to data sources made. A possible analogy is form/application UI design tools, although a 
visual drag-and-drop capability may not be necessary.  If useful, this could be a longer-term CMC development objective. 

Vardis 

 

 


